TAKING QUIZZES

1. Always be ready for an in-class quiz; they will be unannounced. What to do to get ready for a quiz (or an exam)?
   a. Work the suggested homework problems from your text over concepts covered in the previous week or so: http://www.math.tamu.edu/courses/math141/141suggested_homework.pdf
   b. Work problems found in this semester’s Math 141 Week-In-Reviews (WIR)
   c. Work problems from past WIRs (found on my Math 141 website), remembering that almost, but not all, of the material is the same.
   d. In WebAssign, click on the Math 141 Video Resources link, which is on the right side on your Home page. Expand the chapter and then the section that you want some help with. Expand the category in which you are interested.
      i. Lecture videos (there are lecture videos on all the concepts except for 1Q); these are class notes, though not Prof Sherry’s class notes. [This is a great resource if you miss class.]
      ii. Problem videos (Dr. Sherry created over 300 videos just for you!); these are videos over problems she created over our concepts. After reading the problem, pause the video so that you can work the problem yourself before watching the rest of the video.
      iii. Tutorial videos are videos with extra help over some of the main concepts.
   e. Work appropriate problems from Prof Sherry’s past exams: http://www.math.tamu.edu/~sherry.scarborough/141topics.html
   f. Keep current on your homework problems in WebAssign.
   g. If you are having trouble with a concept, attend Prof Sherry’s office hours, one of our BMTAs’ office hours, or help sessions.

2. Always sit in your assigned seat during lecture; seat assignments will be made according to the official roster the second week of school.

3. If there is a colored folder on the floor by your aisle; please do not touch it, open it, look at its contents or step on it, unless instructed to do so.

4. When Prof Sherry says it is time for a quiz, you must put everything up, except your pencil, eraser, and approved calculator. Your pencil is out but NOT in your hand since you must wait until Prof Sherry says it is time to start. You may sit on your pencil or put it behind your ear until it is time to work on the quiz. If you forget your calculator, you may NOT borrow anyone’s. It is your responsibility to always bring an approved calculator.

5. If Prof Sherry says it is quiz time and you are the closest person to the middle aisle on your row, you must count to see how many present students are in your row. You may then open the folder on the aisle floor and count out the precise number of quizzes needed for the students in your row, take one, and then hand them to the student next to you on your row.

6. When the quizzes come to you, take one and pass the rest.

7. When all students have a quiz, Prof Sherry will say something like, “You may start the quiz.” At that time you may pick up your pencil and start the quiz. You will keep your eyes on your own paper or on the projector screen; do not look around!

8. You must clearly show all your work on quizzes since your solution as well as your answer will be graded.

9. You should read the quiz’s instructions: “Write your name legibly where indicated on both sides of this paper. On the reverse side of this paper, circle your correct section number and the letter category which corresponds to the first letter of your last name. After you have completed this quiz, fold this paper lengthwise so that this side is on the inside of the fold (so your quiz grade will be hidden when returning papers). Turn your quiz in on the appropriate pile as determined by the first letter of your last name. Follow the Aggie Honor Code!” Please note that you will go quietly to the front to turn in your paper.

10. When time is called, you must immediately put down your pencil (otherwise you will be violating the Aggie Honor Code), fold your in-class quiz paper lengthwise (except Quiz 1), and turn it in the appropriate pile based upon the first letter of your last name.

11. Graded quizzes, except Quiz 1, will be returned in approximately a week. Quiz 1 will not be returned.